
No Promises in the Wind        Name ____________________________ 
Cloze Activity: Summary of the Novel 
 
 
Read the entire passage and then fill in each blank with a word from the word bank. Some of the 
word choices will be used more than once.  
 

Chicago (2) piano overshoes Joey (2) Great Depression 

newspapers beg Omaha, Nebraska Baton Rouge Josh 

Pete Harris (2) shelter Janey Howie (2) $5.00 a week 

Stefan Charley pneumonia hooch laundry 

food Mary loaf of bread garbage cans Davy 

$20 bill fire counterfeit Emily train 

Lonnie Bromer (3) banjo struck Kitty (2) Bongo 

return Mrs. Arthur banjo Mr. Ericsson barn 

wild children of the road parents   

 
 
This book is about fifteen-year-old _________________________, who lives through the difficult 

times of the _________________________ in the United States. The hopelessness and despair of 

the country is mirrored in the situation of the Grondowski family.  _________________________, 

Josh’s dad, lost his factory job eight months before, his sister _________________________ lost 

her clerking job, and his mother _________________________, no longer able to find students 

willing to pay for piano lessons, was forced to work in a _________________________.  Josh 

awakens early each morning to deliver _________________________ before school to help 

support his family’s small income. Bitter over his inability to support his family, Dad lashes out at 

Josh who constantly argues with his father. The one thing Josh enjoys is playing the 

_________________________. His best friend _________________________ plays the 

_________________________ and together they find comfort and relief in music.  

 
 
With the encouragement of his mother, Josh decides to leave home accompanied by his younger 

brother _________________________ and Howie. Their plans to leave their home in 

_________________________ on a freight train and head west to Nebraska are tragically 

interrupted when _________________________ is killed while they are climbing onto a 

_________________________. Although devastated by the loss of their friend, Josh and Joey are 

determined to continue. As they travel they are helped by various strangers, attacked by a gang of 

young hoodlums, forced to _________________________, and compelled to search through 

_________________________ for food. In spite of small kindnesses, they are usually starving, 

exhausted, and cold. 

 
 
A truck driver named _________________________, picks up Josh and Joey. He sees in Josh his 

own dead son,_________________________, who died from appendicitis. Lonnie drives the boys 

to _________________________, Louisiana and meets with_________________________, who 

owns a carnival. Pete unwillingly hires Josh to play the piano and gives him an offer:  
 



________________________, ________________________, and _______________________ . 

Josh falls in love with thirty-year-old _________________________, the circus clown and mother 

of three young boys. Emily uses the stage name _________________________ because it was 

unusual to have females dressed up as clowns. Josh is upset to learn that she is going to marry 

_________________________.  A devastating _________________________ at the carnival 

convinces Josh that it is time to part ways with Pete and head up north again and find 

_________________________.  

                                     
 
Hitchhiking north, the boys are picked up by _________________________, a young hoodlum, in 

a luxury car designed to carry _________________________, prohibited liquor. In an effort to 

show off, Josh uses all his money to change a _________________________ for Charley. 

However, when he later presents the bill to a shopkeeper to pay for the ______________________ 

for Joey, the bill is confiscated as being _________________________. Now almost penniless, the 

boys continue northward to _________________________, where their physical condition 

deteriorates and Josh develops _________________________. The boys have a fight after Joey 

gives half a _________________________ to a woman and her children. Joey abandons Josh 

after being _________________________ for the first time by him. 

 
 
Josh, weak and remorseful, searches for Joey, but collapses from illness and exhaustion on the 

road. A couple found him on the side of  the road and called _________________________, who, 

with the help of his niece _________________________, nurses Josh back to health. While Josh 

is recuperating, Lonnie searches for _________________________. 

 
 
Meanwhile, Joey relents (give up), but is unable to find Josh and so joins a group of boys known as 

the “________________________________________.” After a wall collapses in the dilapidated 

___________________ where the boys have been staying, a radio broadcast describes the boys’ 

rescue. Lonnie, Janey, and Josh hear the broadcast and realize that one of the boys is Joey 

because it said that he was clutching onto his _________________________. Lonnie finds Joey 

and nurses him back to health. Thanks to a kind woman, _________________________, who 

rescued Joey, Josh gets a job working for _________________________, in his restaurant. 

 

 
The boys’ nightmare is over. They are working in the restaurant; Josh and Janey fall in love; money 

is coming in. Everyone feels that the boys should _________________________ home to their 

parents in _________________________ and finally Josh agrees. The novel ends as Josh and 

Joey meet their _________________________ and _________________________ at the train 

station.  

 


